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Alice Tromler is sitting behind the wheel of her McLaren 765LT. Right next to her is a

guy (an anthropomorphic German shepherd wearing a grey Goldfinger t-shirt and blue

jeans) sitting behind the wheel of a white 2021 Nissan GT-R Premium. Damien walks up

to Alice.

"Are you ready to race this guy?" Damien asked.

"Of course I am! My 765LT is lighter and more agile than that Nissan, so you know I'm

ready!" Alice replied.

"That's what I like to hear, now good luck," said Damien.

"Thank you," Alice replied.

"You're welcome," said Damien before getting back onto the sidewalk with the rest of

the team.

Eleanor walks up and stands between both cars.

"Alright, are you two ready to race?" Eleanor asked.

"Hell yeah!" Alice replied before revving the engine of her McLaren.

The Nissan driver revs back at her.

"10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, go!" said Eleanor before bringing out her Desert Eagle and

firing a round into the air.



Both drivers launch out of the starting line. Alice shifts into second, third, and fourth gear

before making a hard left. The Nissan driver shifts into second, third, and fourth gear

before making the same maneuver.

"I haven't done a lot of research on the Nissan GT-R, so how much power does it

have?" Fraser asked.

"The engine is a 3.8 liter twin turbo VR38DETT V6 that produces 565 horsepower and

467 pound-feet of torque. The transmission is a 6-speed dual-clutch transmission,"

Donita replied.

"How fast can it go?" Pandora asked.

"That car does 0-60 mph in 2.9 seconds and tops out at 196 mph," Gabriella replied.

"How much does that car weigh?" Darrell asked.

"It weighs 3,933 pounds, which is very close to two tons," Chelsea replied.

"We already know that the McLaren is lighter and more aerodynamic. Then again, it's

also faster and more powerful than the Nissan. This means Alice has the edge," said

Becky.

"I'm certain that Alice will win this race," said Burton.

"I hope you're right," Simeon replied.

Alice shifts into fifth, sixth, and seventh gear before making a hard right. The Nissan

driver shifts into fifth and sixth gear before making the same maneuver. Both drivers

near miss a 2040 Mustang GT, a 2022 Honda Odyssey, a 2025 GMC Hummer EV, and

a 2040 Corvette before drifting around a corner. They both speed through a busy

intersection, causing a Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross to t-bone a Google Street View Car.



Alice crosses the finish line first with the Nissan driver crossing it four seconds later.

Both drivers exit their cars and approach each other.

"You know, you really smoked my ass out there, and I didn't think I was gonna win," said

the Nissan driver.

"Yeah, I've built up my racing skills over time to the point where I know how to win just

about any race that I enter," Alice replied.

"That's pretty cool, and here's your reward," said the Nissan driver before giving Alice a

check for $12,000.

"Thanks, and maybe we'll see each other again soon," Alice replied before putting the

check in her pocket.

"You're welcome," said the Nissan driver before getting back in his car.

He starts his car back up and drives away. Damien's phone rings.

"Hello?" Damien asked after bringing out his phone and answering it.

"Hello, Damien. It's Ray. There's a job coming up, and I need you and your crew here

right away. The Big 3 are not here this time, so it's just me. Get over here as soon as

you can," Ray replied over the phone.

"We'll be there within the next few minutes. We are in the area after all," said Damien

before hanging up and putting his phone away. "Ray just called. He said that there's a

job coming up, though Karl, John, and Luke aren't there this time."

"Alright, then let's go!" Kang replied.

The Blacklist get in their cars and head out. They soon arrive at Ray's mansion, park

their cars in the garage, and exit their cars.

"I wonder what this job is gonna be," said Tony.



"It's definitely gonna involve stealing at least one high-end car," Charlie replied.

"I'm actually pretty excited about what we're gonna steal this time," said Chester.

The Blacklist enter the planning room and are greeted by Ray.

"Welcome, everyone," said Ray. "I'm glad to see that everyone is here."

"We're glad to be here," Damien replied.

"Okay, so what are we gonna steal this time?" Ruby asked.

"Yeah, we wanna know," said Magra.

"Today, you will be going to Turin to steal two cars from an auction: a 2022 Gordon

Murray T.50 and a 2021 Lamborghini Essenza SCV12," Ray replied as he showed

everyone photos of a silver T.50 and a green SCV12.

"Those are some beautiful cars," said Mandy.

"I agree, and I have a personal bias towards that Lamborghini," Atticus replied.

"I prefer the T.50, but we all have our preferences," said Malakai.

"So what do we know about the T.50?" Claire asked.

"I read that that car is powered by a 3.9 liter Cosworth V12 that produces 650

horsepower and 332 pound-feet of torque, and the transmission is a 6-speed manual.

That car can go from 0-60 mph in 2.7 seconds and has a top speed of 220 mph. It can

also run the quarter mile in 9.5 seconds. It weighs 2,160 pounds because the chassis is

a carbon monocoque, and the body panels are carbon composite," Eleanor replied.

"How many of those did they make?" Eddie asked.

"They only made 100 of those, and each one cost $3.1 million when it was new,"

Eleanor replied.

"Wow, you really know a lot about that car," said Sean.



"Thanks, and I actually did the research," Eleanor replied.

"So what about the Essenza SCV12? What do we know about that one?" Krist asked.

"That car is powered by a 6.5 liter L539 V12 that produces 818 horsepower and 531

pound-feet of torque. The transmission is a 6-speed sequential. Also, that car does 0-60

mph in 2.7 seconds and tops out at 217 mph. It weighs 3,034 pounds since the chassis

is a carbon fiber composite monocoque, and the body is carbon fiber," Priscilla replied.

"I wouldn't be surprised if that was another one of those limited edition cars," said

Rodney.

"It was since only 40 were built. I shit you not, each one cost $3.5 million when it was

new," Priscilla replied.

"So do we know who's gonna steal the T.50?" Marilyn asked.

"I'll be volunteering to steal the T.50. Since my brother stole a McLaren Speedtail a

while back, I might as well go after the T.50," Eleanor replied.

"I gotta say that the T.50 really suits you," said Damien.

"Thanks. Although the Speedtail is considered to be the successor to the legendary

McLaren F1, the T.50 is more like the F1's nephew," Eleanor replied.

"That's a very accurate description, and it seems that we're both following in our dad's

paw steps," said Damien.

"Okay, so do we know who's gonna go after the Essenza SCV12?" Riley asked.

"I'll take it. I am aware that the Essenza SCV12 has no headlights and was built for

track use only, but that ain't gonna stop me from driving it on the streets!" Priscilla

replied.

"It is very interesting that we're going all the way to Italy for this heist," said Andreas.



"Little known fact is that I'm actually of Italian descent. This is because my grandparents

on my dad's side of the family are both from Italy," Maynard replied.

"That's pretty interesting," said Becky.

"I know that we're gonna have to deal with the cops in order to escape," Chelsea

replied.

"It isn't just the cops that we'll be dealing with because we may have to deal with the

Nucleo Operativo Centrale di Sicurezza, which translates to Central Security Task

Group," said Gavin.

"Who the hell are those people?" Brendan asked.

"They're basically Italy's equivalent of the SWAT Teams that we have here in America,"

Franklin replied.

"Those guys sound like they'll be a challenge to take down, though I want us to keep

things nonlethal when dealing with law enforcement," said Tony.

"They'll be fine despite the fact that their cars will get fucked up," Darrell replied.

"This sounds like the perfect opportunity for you people to use the new shockwave

feature on your cars. In case any of you forgot what it does for some reason, allow me

to explain it once again: essentially, this device releases a blast of compressed air in all

directions and will blow away vehicles and objects that are caught in the blast radius,"

said Ray as he showed everyone a simulation of the shockwave device on the screen.

"I can't wait to use that!" said Atticus.

"Now, my recommendation would be two people per car so that'll be less weight for

Blacklist One to carry," said Ray. "So who's gonna ride with who this time?"



"I'll ride with Alice, and this is gonna be the first heist where I'm a passenger the whole

time," Damien replied.

"Charlie can ride with me," said Tony.

"I'll ride with Kang until we get there," said Eleanor.

"While we're at it, I'll be riding with Chester," Priscilla replied.

"Eddie can ride with me," said Sean.

"I'm gonna ride with Riley," said Marilyn.

"I'll be with Becky since her car has more weight than mine," said Chelsea.

"I'll ride with Malakai," said Maynard.

"Krist can ride with me," said Simeon.

"Claire is with me," said Rodney.

"I'll be with Andreas," said Darrell.

"Pandora is coming with me," said Burton.

"I will ride with Ruby," said Magra.

"Fraser can come with me," said Gavin.

"I'm gonna ride with Donita," said Gabriella.

"Mandy is coming with me," said Atticus.

"That leaves Franklin with me," said Brendan.

"Then it's settled! Blacklist One is all fueled up and is waiting at the airport. Good luck,

and stay safe!" said Ray.

"Thanks, now let's go get those cars!" said Damien.

The Blacklist run to the garage, get in their designated cars, and head to the streets.

They soon arrive at the Los Angeles International Airport. They pull up to Ray's hangar.



The cargo door of Blacklist One opens up, and The Blacklist drive their cars into the

cargo bay one by one. The cargo door closes up, and The Blacklist exit their cars, walk

to the cabin, get seated, and strap themselves in. The plane's crew secure the cars into

place before sitting down and strapping themselves in. Rob Draiman and his co-pilot get

seated and strap themselves in.

"Next stop: Turin," said Rob.

Blacklist One is taxied out of its hangar and onto the runway before taking off. The

landing gear is retracted.

13 hours and 25 minutes later.

Blacklist One arrives at the Turin Airport. The landing gear is deployed, and the jet lands

onto the runway. Blacklist One is taxied into a hangar. The Blacklist walk to the cargo

bay and get in their cars. The cargo door opens up, and The Blacklist exit the cargo bay

before heading to the streets.

"Welcome to Italy," said Damien.

"I never thought we'd come to my grandparents' home country," said Maynard.

"We can go sightseeing some other time. Right now, we've gotta get those cars out of

here," Alice replied.

"Thanks for reminding them," said Damien.

The Blacklist arrive at the fairgrounds. Priscilla puts on her earpiece.

"Good luck out there," said Chester.



"Thank you, and we could have some fun when we get back. You know the kind,"

Priscilla replied with a seductive look on her face.

"I can't wait for that!" said Chester before he and Priscilla kissed each other on the lips.

Priscilla exits Chester's Lamborghini Murcielago SV.

Eleanor exits Kang's Jaguar C-X75 Prototype after putting on her earpiece and walks up

to Priscilla.

"Okay, now let's get those cars," said Eleanor.

Priscilla and Eleanor enter the fairgrounds. They enter a restricted area and retrieve the

keys to the T.50 and the Essenza SCV12. They exit the restricted area.

"Priscilla, I almost forgot to ask if you and Eleanor can hear me," said Damien.

"I can hear you," Priscilla replied.

"So can I," said Eleanor.

"Alright, and the cars are in building 3," said Damien.

"Understood," Priscilla replied.

Priscilla and Eleanor enter building 3. They both take out the keys. Priscilla gets into the

Essenza SCV12, and Eleanor enters the T.50. They start up the cars and drive them out

of the fairgrounds.

"We've got the cars, now let's go!" said Priscilla as she and Eleanor reunited with the

rest of the team.

The Blacklist head to the streets and speed past a cop driving a Lamborghini Huracan

EVO. The cop activates his siren and starts pursuing The Blacklist. Several other cops

driving Lamborghini Huracan EVOs, Lamborghini Uruses, Ferrari Portofinos, and 2040

Alfa Romeo Giulias engage in the pursuit.



"Dammit, it's the cops!" said Darrell.

"Keep them away from Priscilla and Eleanor! We need to deliver those cars intact!" Alice

shouted before sideswiping a Huracan, causing it to crash into the rear of a 2022 BMW

M5.

Tony sideswipes a Portofino, causing it to collide head-on with a 2021 Kia K900.

"Time to try this thing out for once," Kang to himself before activating the shockwave,

blowing an Urus away and causing it to roll over.

Chester fires an EMP at a Giulia, frying its system and causing it to crash into a light

post. A cop in a Huracan pulls up behind Sean.

"Dammit, we have one behind us!" said Eddie.

"I've got this," Sean replied before deploying a spike strip, shredding the tires of the

Huracan and causing it to collide head-on with a C8 Corvette.

A cop in a Portofino pulls up next to Eleanor.

"I don't have time for your shit!" Eleanor shouted before bringing out her Desert Eagle

and shooting the front right tire off of the Portofino, causing it to lose control and crash

into the rear of a Google Street View Car.

Riley sideswipes an Urus, causing it to hit a curb and roll over. Becky rear-ends a

Portofino, causing it to lose control and t-bone a Tesla Model Y. Malakai hits the left side

of the rear bumper of a Giulia, causing it to spin out and roll over.

"There's one coming behind us," said Krist as a Portofino pulls up behind Simeon's car.

"I'll take care of this," Simeon replied before deploying a spike strip, shredding the tires

of the Portofino and causing it to crash into the rear of a 2035 Toyota Hilux.

A cop driving a Huracan pulls up next to Priscilla.



"I'm not pulling over!" Priscilla shouted before bringing out her Glock 18 and shooting

the front left tire off, causing it to lose control and crash into the rear of a Ferrari FF.

Rodney activates the shockwave, blowing a Giulia away and causing it to roll over.

Andreas rear-ends a Portofino, causing it to lose control and collide head-on with a

2040 Toyota Prius. Burton accelerates towards the rear right wheel of an Urus, causing

it to roll over. Ruby fires an EMP at a Huracan, frying its system and causing it to crash

into the rear of a 2040 Mustang Mach-E. Gavin deploys a spike strip, shredding the tires

of a Portofino and causing it to t-bone a 2021 BMW M5. Donita accelerates towards the

rear left wheel of an Urus, causing it to roll over. Atticus activates the shockwave,

blowing a Huracan away and causing it to collide head-on with a 2020 Lotus Evora.

Brendan sideswipes a Huracan, causing it to t-bone a Google Street View Car.

"That's it for the cops," said Brendan.

Several teams of Nucleo Operativo Centrale di Sicurezza officers driving 2040

Mercedes-Benz G63s, 2040 Alfa Romeo Stelvios, 2040 BMW X5s, and 2040 Maserati

Levantes engage in the pursuit.

"Now we have Nucleo Operativo Centrale di Sicurezza after us," said Gabriella.

"Take them down! We gotta protect Priscilla and Eleanor!" Damien replied.

"Got it," said Alice before activating the shockwave, blowing a G63 away and causing it

to roll over.

Tony fires an EMP at an X5, causing it to collide head-on with a Mercedes-Benz

X-Class. Brendan deploys a spike strip, shredding the tires of a Levante and causing it

to roll over. Kang sideswipes a Stelvio, causing it to t-bone a Tesla Model X. Chester

accelerates towards the rear left wheel of a Stelvio, causing it to roll over. Sean fires an



EMP at a G63, frying its system and causing it to crash into the rear of a 2021 BMW Z4.

Riley activates the shockwave, blowing an X5 away and causing it to roll over. A Nucleo

Operativo Centrale di Sicurezza officer driving a Levante pulls up next to Priscilla.

"You ain't getting this car from me!" Priscilla shouted before bringing out her Glock 18

and shooting the front right tire off, causing it to roll over.

Becky deploys a spike strip, shredding the tires of a Stelvio and causing it to crash into

the rear of a 2036 Toyota Hilux. Malakai fires an EMP at a G63, frying its system and

causing it to t-bone a Google Street View Car. Simeon activates the shockwave,

blowing a Levante away and causing it to roll over. A Nucleo Operativo Centrale di

Sicurezza officer driving a G63 pulls up next to Eleanor.

"I don't have time for you!" said Eleanor before bringing out her Desert Eagle and

shooting the front left tire off of the G63, causing it to roll over.

Rodney rear-ends an X5, causing it to lose control and crash into a light post. Burton

activates the shockwave, blowing a Levante away and causing it to roll over. Ruby

sideswipes a Stelvio, causing it to roll over. Gavin fires an EMP at a G63, frying its

system and causing it to crash into the rear of a 2024 Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross. Donita

deploys a spike strip, shredding the tires of an X5 and causing it to crash into the rear of

a Google Street View Car. Atticus sideswipes a Levante, causing it to hit a curb and roll

over.

"That's it for those assholes," said Atticus.

"Perfect, now let's get back to the airport," Damien replied.

The Blacklist arrive at the Turin Airport and pull up to Blacklist One. The cargo door

opens up, and The Blacklist drive their cars into the cargo bay. They exit the cars, walk



to the cabin, get seated, and strap themselves in as the cargo door closes up. The

plane's crew secure the cars into place before getting seated and strapping themselves

in. Rob and his co-pilot get seated and strap themselves in.

"Alright, we're heading back to LA," said Rob.

Blacklist One is taxied out of the hangar and onto the runway before taking off. The

landing gear is retracted.

13 hours and 25 minutes later.

Blacklist One arrives at the Los Angeles International Airport. The landing gear is

deployed, and the jet lands onto the runway before being taxied into its hangar. The

Blacklist walk to the cargo bay and get into their cars as the cargo door opens up. The

Blacklist exit the cargo bay one by one before heading to the streets. They soon arrive

at Ray's mansion, park their cars in the garage, exit the cars, and walk to the planning

room.

"Welcome back, everyone!" said Ray.

"That was a pretty intense heist, and it felt different just being a passenger this time,"

Damien replied.

"You can be the driver for the next heist," Alice said to Damien.

"Alright," Damien replied.

"Once my Essenza SCV12 gets shipped to my place, I'm gonna burn so much rubber

with it!" said Priscilla.

"Maybe I can race with you with the T.50," Eleanor replied.



"Yeah, we can do team races against other drivers," said Priscilla.

"I'm going to let everyone know that the filming of Rudolph's Revenge is now complete,

and the film is currently being edited," said Rodney.

"I can't wait to see it!" Maynard replied.

"Ray, be sure to notify us about the next heist," said Damien.

"I'll be sure to let you know, and keep in mind that the T.50 and the Essenza SCV12 will

have to stay here so they can be modified before they can be delivered to Eleanor and

Priscilla," Ray replied.

"Yeah, that makes sense," said Priscilla.

The Blacklist walk to the garage, get in their cars, exit the garage, and head to the

streets.
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